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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Military Orders Unit Pack includes unique unit graphics for the Military Orders of the Christian faith.

These new unit models, exclusively for the Christian Holy Orders, will enhance the visual experience of Crusader Kings II. This
unit pack contains seven new unit models for any unit raised as a Christian Holy Order.
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The writing isn't good. It's going for melancholy but it just never feels right, it lacks any kind of dramatic urgency, it's self-
indulgent. The mechanics are minimal. You walk. You press E to engage. There are no verbs here. The game wears its ideas on
its sleeves.

I would not recommend it, but it's pretty, I'll give it that.. I don't know why didn't I write an actual review of ETS2 yet. I have it
for three years now and I still have my positive thoughts about it. I love that it is constantly evolving and new dlcs are being
added! This is the only game that I am willing to add dlcs and I think it's also the one that I've spent the most amount of money.
AND I didn't regret it! SCS is one of the best game studios out there. I've known them since I was eight years old - it's Bus
Driver what was my first experience.

About the game: It's a usual truck driving sim with a full company management part. Or is it? It has a highly detailed map of
Europe (which is still being developed) with real objects and sights! The gui is easily usable the ai is great and the whole game is
a unique experience! I could go into the details what else it has, but overall: TRY it! It will be a good choice and you'll be
addicted to it! When you get bored, you may go for achievements or download the multiplayer plugin. Trust me, you won't put
down this game. I'm playing it since 2016 April and it's still my favorite game!. It looked interesting and it had a great discount
when I bought it, at least, I thought, but the game isn't worth a penny. The 'brain challenges' are compared to the achievements
really easy (or are I'm just really smart ;) ), and unoriginal.
I would've asked for a refund, if I wasn't already too late. But the fact that they offer you 5 games (all removed from the steam
store) for playing at least two hours (so you can't get your money back) says enough.. This adventure game is cute, to say the
least. It is a very adorable action game that has a nice little plot that offers an occasional chuckle. The scenery is very lovely and
the gameplay is simple yet engaging enough to keep you quite entertained. I really enjoyed this very much as for the kawaii little
treat that it was.. This is an adorable little game about a robot that derps around in a cave-like environment and tries to solve a
few puzzles with his ability to lift, drag and toss objects. Nothing too difficult or too serious, and it has very nice, ambient music
to go with it. When you're done solving everything (which will take a few hours at most) you can play again and try to figure out
how to get all the achievements, but after that there's not a lot to be done left. So a short but sweet experience, all in all.
. Think of this more like a single with an A\/B side rather than an EP.

The cute art style fits the rather tepid dodgeball-esque \u201cBamboo Ball.\u201d Maybe with friends who want a slower jam
might dig it. I just don\u2019t think people are going to whip out chips and drinks to gather around and play this.

But damn, I didn\u2019t know this came with Sekiro Shadows Die Twice. Bamboo Heart is some next level samurai action.
It\u2019s fluid, fast, and fun. There is some hidden depth to it, and it can last awhile, but I feel like this EP might be a few
tracks shy.. i like this game but there are a few things they could add like pencil for the color white but the game overall was
good i recommend this also its great for playing guess what im drawing. This is a very lazy lazy money soaking release from
RSC DTG. They have done very little to address the issues with the original IHH model. A few new textures, getting rid of the
waving fireman and aligning even worse generic sounds to it then the IHH original including the addition of the very irritating
constant high pitch blowing off the safety valve.

The 9f is a iconic loco and deserves a better uninterested shabby re release then this, as for DTG customers, this just shows how
much respect we are actually afforded by the company, "release any ole Sh*te for the weekend" attitude is very much evident
here. No doubt Steam sounds supreme will have to come to the rescue with new decent sound set which might be the saving
grace if you have purchased this already. If you haven't, even at a heavy discount it's very disappointing lazy release. Avoid.. I
am really enjoying this game! The brick breaking game is fun and challenging and has for "worlds" to unlock which equates to
40 levels, four of which are boss fights. I have already gotten 8 hours of gameplay out of it and I still have a lot more content to
unlock! The archery is fun and also has 40 levels I think. The shield blocking game as well. It's super polished. I thought it was
worth the price!

There is a bug or "feature" where world 2 of the brick breaking game doesn't unlock unless you hit "Next" after beating the first
boss. Don't hit "Select level". Then you need to beat the bonus round and 2-1 in order for it to unlock! I don't know if its the
same for the other bosses because that's the only one I did. Took me awhile to figure it out. It was frustrating.
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WOW, That's a lot of fun for four dollars. If there is a test to see who's vulnerable to vertigo in VR, I can't imagine a better test
than this game. I started out rocketing right into the side of the crater and all I could think of was falling on the sharp edges of
my wooden furniture and trying to figure out how I was oriented. Then when I hit the wall I had to just close my eyes until the
collision noise stopped. But I made it through several rounds without puking or falling and hurting myself. It would also be nice
if one side of the universe could somehow wrap to the other so I don't have to hit the blue curtain at high speeds, though that
was still not as bad as hitting those craters and moon rocks.

There were a couple of times when I swear I was looking right at the sign and my goals were complete but the flag would not
deploy. It just swapped from hand to hand.

I loved the rave gun. I didn't even try the other gun that was offered.

I loved the white booster tubes.

I got stuck in a black hole and I think I had to go forward or backward a level to get out. Shouldn't something more definitive
happen, i.e. without my action?

Flying around was fun just by itself, except for the blue curtains. I didn't have great control, but I've only been in the game once.
Also, I think I may have skippied between levels a couple times without completing just because I was pushing the wrong
buttons.. Another Luxor game, If I'm correct this is the 5th installment in the series.

I won't explain what the game is about again but obviously 'Quest For The Afterlife' is pretty much exactly the same as it's
predecessors. The main difference is the graphics are better and this time there's some kind of story but who cares about a story
in a game like this?

The game is still fun and addicting but like I've already said it doesn't do much different from the other games in the series so
I'd rather would've picked a 'neutral rating' but I simply do not recommend it for the price it's being sold for.. Crysis
revolutionize the FPS genre, being a distinct masterpiece. I will start by saying that It haves the most beautiful graphics ever.
But, what you need to know is that the gameplay is really enjoyable, fast and exciting. It's not only with guns, the main character
haves a Nanosuit, where he can be invisible, where he can have an electric armor, where he can be stronger and where he can be
incredibly fast. Well, gameplay is really unique, is like 50% sandbox! You feel like a bad♥♥♥♥♥while playing Crysis. The
story is decent, and It haves intense moments. But, If you want to play this game with the highest settings, then you need a
powerful PC to play it. Crysis is amazing, and you should buy it!.
Update:
-------------------

I have noticed this game's price has been increased from $4.99 to $9.99, I'm not sure when this happened or why but because of
this, I'd only recommend it if it's on sale. He has added new things to the game but not enough to justify increasing the price.
My original review is below. My references to the price have been removed (I believe), however.

-------------------

If you've played any endless cavern concept like Lufia 2's endless cave, or the game Azure Dreams, you might find this game
enjoyable.

For anyone new to this concept, the idea is simple. You enter a cave that's 100 floors deep, you can't go back up, you can only
go down and your only way out is an escape item you will find fairly early on. Some items you find, you can keep when you
leave, others you lose. The cave will get progressively harder as you run out of ways to stay alive, and eventually you find
yourself in a risk vs. reward scenerio. Keep going, or be happy with what you've got? If you die, you lose everything from the
run.

I personally always liked the idea and had fun with it so when I saw a game that was obviously based on the idea, I didn't hesitate
to pick it up, especially for the whole whopping $4.99 that he's asking for. So, the question is, do I like it?
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Yes, over all I do enjoy the game and would recommend it but be advised, this game is heavily automated. There's tons of loot
and a fairly big (albeit simple) talent tree for you to fill out but combat will consist of you repeatedly and automatically
attacking any enemy you walk up to. You could use the various elemental strikes you learn but I just kept my mana/MP for
Healing and I was deep in the cave by the time I got any of those offensive abilities and wanted my Heal alot more than I wanted
a small damage boost. You can also burn alot of mana enchanting gear and items you might want to keep when you leave.

If you find any item that's white, you lose it upon leaving the cave. If you find any item that's yellow, you keep it. You learn a
spell that lets you turn items to yellows if you choose, so that's a good way to burn tons of your mana/MP.

As I said, the game is very simplistic, very click friendly and very automated. I think I saw that this game is or was planned for
mobile devices, so if it was, I understand why he made it the way that he did, to keep it simple for those types of platforms.

I just wish it had a bit more involvement. Some input during combat, and in Azure Dreams, any action you take .. be it taking a
step, attacking an enemy, or using an item lets every other enemy around you take one step or action too. So it made you
consider your moves and decisions like a chess game when you were low on HP but not ready to give up yet. This game could
have benefitted alot from that. The enemies are totally stationary and only fight you one on one.

Overall the game is a great little time killer when your attention span is low and you want something just simple to do. I found
myself playing it mostly inbetween conversations with friends via instant messages, or other activities that I had to tab back to.
This game is a perfect little filler activity.

Oh, and the little storyline it has is also very simple but it suits the concept and explains it very well, and gives you an end goal
that I personally felt motivated to do. So I'd say the idea he has behind it is fairly solid, just not very deep. But do you really
expect it to be?. If you guys wanna have a more fun, but f*cked up way of playing, download the first person mod.. I just want
to advise that the game was constantly failling. Although this was anoying, I kept playing... But it's better to know.
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